
Dear Phil, 
	 ig/lo/a4 

The envelope you mentioned when you phoned came today. I've read your letter 
and Jimmy's  and the rest and response will have to await py work on what is indicated 
in enclosures acme of ehich I've marked confidential because for the time being I 
want you to make no mention of than to anyone. However, becauney you have FOIA 
filings and an archive, I am informing you, to a degree. 

If you want the decision in± the field offices case, please ask Jth for it. 
Be had not seen a copy when he phoned me yesterday or Saturdays night and our 
copier is in need of servicing so I'm using it an little as possible. The repair 
service just postponed the scheduled servicing today five minutes ago. 

alley is confused on tle,  two black maids, who were not interviewed by the FBI 
but are part of my investigation, which I reported to him. They may have been seen 
by the FBI, I do not now recall, but Jimey's information owes from me and I did 
interview one of them. 

The Baton Rouge name ie identical with one we developed as Jim Lesar was doing 
some checking for me and as I was teaching him how. I believe it also coincides 
with a N.O. address I add and photographed and inquired into. 

Take my advice and give Jimey nothing because if he doge not misuse it and he 
has Lane again, 'lane has en unerring instinct for what as best is drastic misuse. 
When you go into things like your Galt lead, you have to communicate, but be care-
ful. And always with everything with Jerry, who will do Jimmy's bidding without 
question. Jerry is only nuts at his best moments. He is a virulent racist, as believing 
nazi, a liar who thinks lying is fun, and fuller of shit than an overworked and 
undercleaned comnunity privy. 

When Jim and I spoke he made brief mention oe the RFIC request. Bea has a 
good idea on how to begin. As he ald, he's learning. You will undoubtedly have to 
litigate the fee waiver and when you do I think I can help. 

If you say anything at all to Jerry you rtsk his running off at the mouth 
about it and not infrequently unfaithfully. And he is incredibly stubborn and 
incapable of learning or changing. He is so slack jawed. that when the FBI could have 
out him away on a harboring charge they let him alone to pick up what he Nabbed. 
Be is an stupid he went to bed with an Fel informer who before and after informed 
on himl Yet he actually believes that he is a genius. Next only to Lane, to whom he 
refers as "The Holy "an." 

Best wishes, 


